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to be a copy of the old ? A thousand years had passed
since the age of David. A new world had come into
being. The cities through which Christ walked, the
Jerusalem at which he kept the annual feasts, were
filled with men compared with whom the contemporaries
of David might be called barbarous—men whose characters
had been moulded during many centuries by law, by
trade and foreign intercourse, by wealth and art, by lite-
rature and prophecy. Was it possible that the old heroic
monarchy could be revived in the midst of a complicated
and intellectual civilisation ?
This difficulty does not seem to have occurred to
Christ's contemporaries. The religious Jews were looking
for the appearance of one who should be neither more
nor less than David had been. They expected, it seems,
to see once more a warrior-king, judging in the gate of
Jerusalem, or surrounded by his mighty men, or carrying
his victorious ar$is into the neighbouring countries, or
receiving submissive embassies from Borne and Seleucia,
and in the meantime holding awful communication with
Jehovah, administering His law and singing His praise.
It was natural enough that such vague fancies should fill
the minds of ordinary men. It was as impossible for
them to conceive the true Christ, to imagine what he
would do or how he would do it, as it was impossible for
them to fill his place. Meanwhile the Christ himself,
meditating upon his mission in the desert, saw difficulties
such as other men had no suspicion of. He saw that he
must lead a life altogether different from that of David,
that the pictures drawn by the prophets of an ideal
Jewish king were coloured by the manners of the times
in which they had lived; that those pictures bore indeed

